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Characteristics of the Feed -Forward Syllabic Compander 

and its Optimized Configuration 

Feed -Forward Syllabic Companderの特性とその最適化

岸政七t， 吉田剛?

Masahichi KISHI， Tsuyoshi YOSIDA 

ABSTRACT The syllabic compαnder is inevitαble in improving speech quαlity 
through suppressing such noise αsflαding over poor rαdio chαnnel or thermal noise in 
the transmissionfiαcilities. Thefeed -bαck loop is previously seemed to play fund，αmen-
tal role in existing compαnders of improving speech qlωlity. Hoωeverαccording to 
employing these feed -back loops， the companded signαlsαre become to be unstable 
αnd to be degraded when such impulsivefiαding noise being αdded. 

The feed -forwαrdりllabiccompαnder 0αb.inFFcompαnder) is newly proposed here 
to successfully discuss elimination of the feed -bαck loop withoutαny loss of generαli -
ties from existing syllabic compαnder if the root -operatorαnd FIR filter αre merely 
employed in the envelope detector. 
TheFFcompαnder is improved to quickly converge in transient response by shorten -

ing the FIRfilter length ofits envelope detector. The shorter FIRfilter isαdoptedtoFF 
compαnder， the severer harmonic distortions are introduced. Optimized structure of 
theFFcompαnder is shown to solve this contradiction in the meanings of deciding the 
filter length，αndto be exαmined through computer simulαtions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The syllabic compander improves speech 

quality over channels by suppressing dom -

inant noise of fading noise through multi-

plying or dividing (ab.in companding) 

signals by the envelope of input signals. 

Figure 1 shows the level diagram through 

apriori communication systems. 

Level 
dB 

杯不iiiiJ|

Fig.l Level diαgram over poor radio chαnnels. 
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Existing syllabic compander features of 

employing feed -back loop in its compres-

sor to perform compressing function as 

shown in fig.2. Hereafter， this existing 

compander is abbreviated in FB compan-

der. 1n fig.2， D or M means divider or 

i nput" output i nput output 

(a) compressor (b) expander 

Fig.2 Configurations of the FB compαnder. 
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multiplier， respectively. Let's consider 

how the FB compander improves speech 

quality under following assumption. 

x(t) ， y(t) or z(t) devotes such signal as 

input to the compressor， signals from the 

compressor， or from the expander， respec-

tively. And the expander is directly cas-

caded in base band to the compressor. 

As shown in fig .2(a)， output y(t) is giv-

en by dividing input x(t) by envelope 

signalE{y(t)} . That is， 

y(t) = x(t)jE{y(t)} (1) 

The output z(t) of the FB expander is giv-

en by the product of input y(t) and enve-

lope signal E{y(t)} as follows， 

z(t) = y(t)・E{y(t)} (2) 

It is easy to understand that relation 

E{E{A(t)}} = E{A(t)} holds on successive 

operations， when envelope detector is re-

membered to be consist of two major 

parts， rectifier and low pass filter. 

Being taken envelope of both sides， eqs.1 

and 2 show that syllabic compander exact -

ly compands signals by 1 to 2 in decibel 

meanings. Envelope of eq.1 gives eq.3， 

E{y(t)} = E{x(t) }jE{y(t)} or 

E{y(t)} =E{X(t)}O.5 (3) 

Eq.2 is also modified by taking envelopes 

output i nput output 

(a) compressor (b) expander 
Fig.3 Conligurαtions 01 the FF compαnder. 

as follows， 

E{z(t)} =E{y(t)}2 (4) 

FB compander is quantitatively interpret-

ed how to improve speech quality over poor 

radio channels to double SNR as shown in 

eqs.3 and 4. However， FB compander is 

stillleft in great problem of being unstable 

for such impulsive noise as fading. 

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE FEED -FOR -

W ARD SYLLABIC COMP ANDER 

2.1 Configuration and Principle 

The FF compander， which is realized by 

newly introducing root circuit， perfectly 

excludes the feed -back loop from circuitry 

topology as shown in fig.3. 1n the same 

figure， R∞t or Dl is newly employed cir-
cuit as root or delay， respectively. 

Now， we show that this newly proposing 

FF compander exactly operates in com-

panding facilies. All signals added to the 

FF compressor of fig.3(a) are simultane-

ously added to two passes， 6ne is what 

consists of envelope detector and rooter， 

the other is delay. The output y(t) is given 

by dividing x(t)旬、/E{x而"} with apriori 

delay， 

y(t) = x(t一τ)jE{x(t一δーε)}O.5 (5) 

Here，τ=δ+ e ，a or e is delaying value 

in envelope detector or square root pro・

cessing. e is also negligible small. 

A similar structure of the FF expander 

allows that the output z(t) is given by eq.6 

after adjusting delayeq amount in enve-

lope detector. 

z(t) = y(t-δ)E{y(t -δ)} (6) 

Now， let's examine the function of the FF 
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compander. Taking envelopes on the both 

sides of eq.5， it gives 

E{y(t)} = E{x(t-τ)}jE{x(t一δ_e)}O.5 

持 E{x(t一δ)}O.5 (7) 

Now， we can get a solution of eliminating 

feed・back loops from compander by 

merely employing rootor as discussed 

aboves[2J. 

2.2 Envelope Detector 

The FIR filter is also important in perfect帽

ly excluding feed -back structure from en -

velope detector， where feed -back structure 

is eliminated in circuitry topology. For 

example， transversal filter is employed as 

the low帽 passfilter of the envelope detector 

as shown in fig.4{b). Here， LPF， L. ，or k 

means the low -pass fil七er，adder， or mul-

tiplying scale， respectively. 

According to rapid convergence and lin -

earity in phase characteristics of FIR fil-

ters， the envelope detector of the FF com-

pander is also expected in such operating 

characteristics. Delay is given in the FIR 

filter by half of filter length multiplied by 

sampling period τ， here τis reciprocal 

number of sampling frequency f.. While 

the delay is almost vanished in the rootor 

according to rootor being consists of a few 

stage combinatory logics. As discessed in 

aboves， delay δin eq.6 or 7 is set to 

bemτ ， 2m is FIR filter length. 

F IR LPF 
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Fig.4 Configurations of envelope detectors. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Transient Responses 

Let's consider the transient responses of 

the FF compander. The output y(n) of 

the FF compressor is also given by divid-

ing input x(n) by its envelope E{x(π)} as 

follows 
( 1 2m )-1/2 

仰 )=|FTEh(州 n-叶の)(8) 

Here， parenthesized term is output of the 

envelope detector，α(n) is absolute of in-

put signal x(n) ，and h(p) is coefficients 

of the FIR filter defined by 

h(p) = 1，0豆p::;2m

Under the assumption of input signal be-

ing the unit step u(n) ，the output y(n) 

of the FF compressor is given in eq.9 by 

reciprocal number of square root of the 

hyperbola function. 

I-LImn)+m+1}|E 12m十 1，--，--， --- -， I 

y(n) = 1 ザ O孟n< m (9) 

1， 

if n孟m

Here， R(n) is ramp function with unity 

inclination. 

Being given the output z(π) of the FF 

expander by product of the input signal 

and its envelope， it gives z(n) as follows， 

↑-L{R(n)+m+1}， 
12m+1 
|ザ O壬(n) = ~ "J V = '" -". (10) 
I 1， 

l ザ n注m

It is clearly shown in eqs.9 and 10 that出e

transient response of the FF compander 

converges to unity within m + 1 steps， i.e. 

(m十 1)τclocks.

3.2 Analysis of the Frequency Response 

Since the output y(n) of the FF compres 
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Here， Lth coefficient ki is given as follows. 

35OH(2ω) + 35H(2ω)H(4ω) 
k，持 1------'--' 21閃

sor is given by product of input x(n) and 

reciprocal number of square root of the 

enve10pe E{x(η)} ，the output frequency 

response Y(e'ω) is defined by the convolu -

tion of X(~ω) andE""i-{X(eU) }  as follows. 

愛知工業大学研究報告，

+SH(4ω)H(6ω) . H2(2ω) 
21∞ 12 

k3 =.~50H(2ω) + 35H(2ω)H(4ω) 
21∞ Y(伊)=，;._ rn _X(♂)E"+{X(e}(w-8))}d8 (日)

~πυ-n 

The output z(n) of the FF expander is 

given by product of input y(n) and its en-

velope E{y(η)} in similar to the FF com-

pressor， the frequency response Z(e"ω) is 

also defined by similar convolution of 

and E{Y(~ω)} as follows. 

山
丁

…一
捌

k5 =. W(2ω)ょ 14H(4ω)+3H(2ω)H(6ω) 
24 420 

-H(6ω) +7H(2ω)H(4ω) 
420 

In eq.15， the Lth order harmonics of the FF 

compressor signa1 when Ksin(ωn) being 

added is denoted by ~th order coefficients 

as results of frequency analysis. After 

similar 10ngsome calculations， the output 

z(π) of the FF expander is given by the 

simi1ar Fourier series as theoretical re-

sults of ana1ysis as follows. 

(12) 

Y(e'ω) 

Z引(ゲ伊州ω勺)=，ふιrn_y印(いe'♂]8佃0
'"πUγ冗z 
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Being remembered that enve10pe detec-

tor consists of low -pass filtering absolute 

signal of the input， it gives the frequency 

responses of the enve10pe signals as fo1-

lows， 

五isgiven as follows. 

7了~ H(2ω) . H(4ω) 

一一3・1 5.3 

Here， ith coefficient 

-;:-，_， • H(2ω) 
k，持 1+一一一一.

3.1 

(13) 

Here， A(~ω) = Abs{X(e'ω)} 

H(e'ω) means 10w -pass filtering defined by 

E{X(e'ω)} =H(e'ω)A(e'ω) 

γ H(4ω) . H(6剖)

一一一一ω 5・3 7・5
sin{(2m + 1)ω/2} _ 

H(ゲω)=一一一一
2m+ 1 sin(ω/2) 

(14) 
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The cut -off frequency fc of H(~ω) is given 

by fcと O.443fs/(2m+ 1) [lJ. The harmonic 

distortion is consequently shown in eqs. 

from 11 to 14. That is， if input signal is 

Ksin(ωn)， the output signa1 y(π) or z(π) 

of the FF compressor or expander is given 

by Fourier series as follows， respectively. 

ー80
Fig.5 Operating chα「αcteristics of the FF 

compαnder， input signal is tonαl800Hz. 

(15) 
以仰n

s odd integer 
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=65 steps， i.e. 8.25msec in transient re-

sponses as same to the theoretical results 

as discussed in previous session. 

As shown clear ly in fig. 6， neither over-

shoot after 12dB rise nor undershoot after 

12dB descend dose not exceed more than 

150% nor dose not fall 1ess than 75% of 

steady -state value in transient responses 

of the FF compressor. Also in transient 

responses of the FF expander， neither 

overshoot after 6dB rise nor undershoot af -

ter 6 dB descend dose not go out these cri -

teria. These va1ue of t a and t r are ob-

served to be almost null of the ideal. The 

attack time t a and recovery time t r show 

monotonical increase as the FIR filter 

length 2m goes larger as the shown in fig. 

7. 80 long as the filter length 2m is 1ess 

than 752， both of ta and tr of the FF com 

Characleristics of the Feed -Foward Syllabic Compander and Its Optimized Configuration 

4. SIMULATIONS FOR THE FF COM固

PANDERS 

Optimum configuration is examined in the 

meaning of definition for the FIR filter 

1ength 2m through computer simulations 

on CRA Y X -MP /14se at AIT to avoid 

round -off errors from algorithmic pro-

cesslng errors. 

As shown in fig.5， the FF compander is 

so precise as observing no displacements 

from input vs output amplitude operating 

characteristics if the 800Hz 80dB dynamic 

range for compressor or 40dB dynamic 

range for expander input signals being 

added. 
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4.1 Con.sideration from the Transient Rト

sponses 

Figure 6 shows transient response of the 

FF compander when the FIR filter length 

2m is set to be 128園 Here，input signal is 

2kHz tone -burst with 12 dB steps. Ac-

cording to the CCITT G.162， the aUack 

time tαis defined by the settling time after 

sudden rise， and th巴recoverytime tr is de -

fined by the settling time after sudden de -

scend. These ta and tr are recommended 

to be within 5.0ms and 22.5ms. It is clear戸

ly shown in fig.6 that the envelopes both of 

output y(n) and z(n) monotonically con-

verge into steady -state value after (m+l) 
1.邸

(1.89) 
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(a) co冊pressor (W邑xpander

Fig.8 Power spectrum observedαt output 01 
the FF compαnder(2m=128)園 X or pαrenthe -

sized value meαns theoretical vαlues. 

(b) expander 

Fig.6 Transient response 01 the FF compαn-

der， 2m =1 28. 
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more than 2m=4， the maximum harmonic 

distortion is sufficiently suppressed less 

than those of CCITT四

Vo1.28 -B， 平成5年，第28号 B，

pressor is sufficiently quick more than the 

CCITT G.162 recommendations. In the 

characteristics of the FF expander， both ta 

and t r ha ve vanished to zero as discussed 

aboves. 

愛知工業大学研究報告，

4.3 Consideration from the Intermodula-

tion Tests 

The level of intermodulation when two fre-

quency 11 orん-5 dBm tonal signals being 

added is recommended less than -26dB at 

IL and/u in separately operating compres-

sor or expander. Here， 11 =900Hz.ん=1020

HZJL=211 -/2JU=私自/1

As shown in fig.10， the maximum two 

levels of intermodulation signals through 

the FF compressor or expander in which 

the FIR filter length 2m being 128 are ob -

served at/L and/u by -51.85dB and -51.56 

dB，or， -47.01dB and -46.72dB with mar-

gin to CCITT G.162 criteria of -26dB by 

喝

)900 1020 1140(ザ(1) ー1207iotiJ制。
(a) compressor (b)邑xpand告「

Fig.10 POωer spectrum of the FF compαnder 

for -5dBm input， 2m =128. 

4.2 Consideration from the Harmonic Dis幽

tortion 

Frequency response through the FF com-

pressor or expander， which operate sepa-

rately with 800Hz OdBm tonal signals， is 

shown in fig 8(a) or (b)， respecti vely. Here， 

the FIR filter length is set to be 128. Har-

monic distortion over all frequency is rec-

ommend to be below 4%， i.e. -14dB in 

CCITT G.162. 

It is shown in fig.8(a) or (b) by both solid 

curves and values that the harmonic dis-

tortion of the FF compressor or expander 

is less than -59 dB or -50 dB with margin 

to CCITT G.162 criteria by more than 45 

dB or 36 dB， respectively 

The theoretical results for the FF com-

pressor given by eqs園15and 16 are also 

shown to be previously to close to observa -

tion values in fig.8 by both mark x and 

parenthesized values. 

The maximum values of the harmonics 

are plotted in fig. 9 as taking the FIR filter 

length 2m as a parameter. On the range 
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Fig.ll Chαracteristics of the mαximum in-

termodulation error vs filter 2m of the FF 

compander. 
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Fig.9 Chαrαcteristics of the thrid harmonic 

distortion vs filter length 2m of the FF com -

pαnder. 
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more than 25dB or 20dB， respectivelyo 

Fig 0 11 shows the maxim um level of in -

termodulation signals under CCITT speci-

fications as taking filter length 2m of the 

envelope detector as a parametero As 

shown in figo11， the length of FIR filter 2m 

should be chosen more than 58 in the FF 

compressor， or 2m of the FF expander 

should be chosen more than 114 to cl♀ar 

the CCITT G 0 162 criteriao 

5.CONCLUSION 

Novel compander has successfully dis-

cussed with emphasis on eliminating feed 

-back loop and on realizing only feed-

forward structure to avoid spe巴chdegra-

dation as impulsive fading noises being 

addedo 

Optimized structure of the feed -forward 

compander was also shown by setting the 

FIR filter length 2m be 128 through both 

analysis and experimental examinationso 

Further studies will be performed on op同

timizing the FIR filter coefficientso 
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